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Towards a Better Measure and Understanding
Of U.S. Supreme Court Review of Courts of Appeals Decisions

BY JOHN S. SUMMERS AND MICHAEL J. NEWMAN

D uring the first six Terms of the Roberts Court
(2005-2010), the U.S. Supreme Court has heard
approximately 80 cases per Term on the merits,

the vast majority (85.5 percent) from the thirteen U.S.

Courts of Appeals. This article is the first to examine
fully the Roberts Court’s affirmances and reversals of
the U.S. Courts of Appeals.

Traditionally, respected observers such as the Har-
vard Law Review and SCOTUSblog calculate a Court of
Appeals ‘‘track record’’ with a simple score card mea-
sure: for any given year, the ratio of the number of
cases in which the Court reversed the circuit divided by
the total number of cases decided by the Supreme
Court from that circuit. This method is outcome driven,
focusing on affirmances and reversals rather than the
substance of the Court’s reasoning. So, for example, in
2010, the First Circuit scored a 0 percent reversal rate
because the Supreme Court affirmed the only two deci-
sions the Court heard from that circuit.

This traditional measure is incomplete and can be
misleading. Again using the First Circuit from last Term
as an example, our analysis reveals that the Court actu-
ally reviewed twelve First Circuit decisions (two directly
in front of the Court and ten shadow decisions in circuit
splits) and reversed the First Circuit four times, for a 33
percent full reversal rate.

Following a brief discussion of our methodology, we
highlight the following conclusions: (1) the Supreme
Court reverses the Courts of Appeals less often than is
commonly thought; (2) the full measure of reversals
identifies different Courts of Appeals as least reversed
than those identified by the traditional method; and (3)
in resolving circuit splits, the Supreme Court appears
uninfluenced by the majority approach of the circuits.
Our analysis also permits us (4) to construct a concor-
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dance table showing the degree to which the various
Courts of Appeals agree with each other on the cases
the Supreme Court decides, much like the concordance
tables showing agreement among Justices’ voting.
Overall, we believe this analysis, which takes into ac-
count cases directly in front of the Court as well as
shadow decisions, provides a better understanding of
the Supreme Court’s review of the Courts of Appeals.

The ‘Full Reversal Rate’ Measure
To obtain information on circuit splits, all of the Su-

preme Court merits decisions for the 2005 to 2010
Terms were reviewed.1 Of the 465 merits decisions, 397
(85.4 percent) were from the Courts of Appeals and 176
(37.8 percent) presented circuit splits, which we
broadly define to include cases in which more than one
circuit has weighed in on the issue before the Court. For
each such case, we identified whether the Court’s deci-
sion affirmed or reversed the legal approach taken by
each circuit involved in the split. For cases not involv-
ing splits, we reviewed the case to see if the Court’s af-

firmance or reversal was on the substantive merits of
the case. Including the shadow cases expands the num-
ber of decisions effectively reviewed by the Court to
1144 total, 1069 (93.4 percent) from the Courts of Ap-
peals and 855 of those (74.7 percent) involving circuit
splits.

Concerned that identifying a circuit split may be
more art than science, we took our lead from the Su-
preme Court itself; we looked to the Supreme Court’s
opinion to guide whether there was a circuit split and
how the circuits ruled on an issue. In identifying a ‘‘re-
versal’’ or ‘‘affirmance,’’ moreover, we counted as a re-
versal any Court of Appeals approach that the Supreme
Court did not accept. So, for example, if the Courts of
Appeals presented three different approaches to inter-
preting a statute and the Supreme Court adopted one of
those approaches, then the other two approaches were
counted as reversals. If the Supreme Court rejected all
three approaches in favor of its own, all three circuits
would be marked as reversed.

This full method of evaluating reversals and affir-
mances has several advantages. Fundamentally, it is
uses more information than the traditional one and so it
is more accurate of the underlying reality that we are
trying to assess; namely, the frequency with which the
Supreme Court agrees with the approach of a Circuit
Court. While the traditional method only focuses on the
Roberts Court’s merits 397 decisions from the U.S.
Courts of Appeals, including the shadow decisions ex-
pands the number of cases reviewed by more than two
and a half times (1,069). The full reversal measure, un-
like the traditional one, is thus more accurate in the

1 Of the 500 cases, the Supreme Court heard in the 2005 to
2010 Terms, 35 cases were excluded from our analysis because
they involved original jurisdiction cases; appeals directly from
district courts; cases in which the Court determined that cer-
tiorari had been improvidently granted; cases in which the
Court dismissed for lack of jurisdiction; cases involving appli-
cations for stays; and cases the Court vacated as moot. A full
description of our methodology and more detailed data tables
are available on our website, http://www.hangley.com/
Supreme_Court_Project/.

Table 1 
Supreme Court Reversal Rates by Appeals Court 

(2005�2010) 
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sense that it captures the additional information from
these additional cases.

Because the full approach generates more observa-
tions about each Court of Appeals, this approach also
means that a Court of Appeals’ track record in any one
year is more reliable. With only 70 to 90 merits cases a
year on its docket, the Supreme Court will likely hear
only a handful of cases from any given circuit. In 2010,
for example, the Court reviewed five or fewer cases
from seven of the 13 circuits. In contrast, using the full
method, the Court essentially reviewed more than five
times that number from those circuits (e.g., Second Cir-
cuit (4 (traditional) vs. 21 (full)), Third Circuit (5 vs. 15),
Fourth Circuit (4 vs. 17), Seventh Circuit (5 vs. 17),
Tenth Circuit (0 vs. 8), Eleventh Circuit (3 vs. 17), and
D.C. Circuit (0 vs. 6).

Finally, unlike the traditional approach which mea-
sures just the outcome of case, the full approach fo-
cuses on Supreme Court’s reasoning and that of the
Courts of Appeals.

We conclude the following from our analysis of the
Roberts Court to date.

1. The Supreme Court Reverses the Courts of Appeals
Less Than Conventional Wisdom Suggests. At first blush
and looking at published statistics, one might (incor-
rectly) think that the Courts of Appeals are doing a
pretty mediocre job. The Roberts Court traditional re-
versal rate for its initial six years is 73.1 percent. By
comparison, according to statistics published by the
Federal Judiciary on its website, the Courts of Appeals
reversed the District Courts less than 20 percent of the
time. The predominant explanation for the high Su-
preme Court reversal rate is a kind of sample bias; the
reversal rate is measured entirely from those cases
where four or more members of the Court vote to grant
certiorari, often to correct what they regard as mis-
takes.

Using the full measure, however, the Courts of Ap-
peals reversal rate is substantially less; for the same pe-
riod, the average was 56.4 percent. This rate is notable
in several respects. First, it is approximately 17 percent-

age points lower than the traditional measure. This re-
flects that while the Supreme Court is, in part, taking
some cases to reverse, it is also effectively affirming
other circuits. The 56 percent reversal rate still seems
somewhat high in comparison to the Court of Appeal
reversal rate of District Courts (approximately 20 per-
cent). One explanation is that although the full ap-
proach reduces the Court’s selection bias of granting
cert to reverse, there remains the bias that the Supreme
Court is selecting ‘‘tough cases,’’ i.e., circuit splits,
where differences of opinion are likely. This type of bias
is not present in District Court appeals to the Court of
Appeals, where parties have a right of appeal and the
selection bias turns on, among other things, the parties’
judgments about likelihoods of success, the amounts in
controversy, and access to resources. Interestingly, the
56 percent reversal percentage also roughly approxi-
mates the rate by which plaintiffs lose in trial courts.

This explanation also is reinforced by a comparison
of the reversal rates of cases involving circuit splits and
cases that do not involve circuit splits. Under the tradi-
tional method, non-split cases are reversed 78.9 percent
of the time, as compared to a reversal rate of 63.6 per-
cent for cases involving circuit splits. Under the full
method, this distinction is even more pronounced: non-
split cases are reversed 80.3 percent of the time
whereas split cases are reversed substantially less, only
48.3 percent of the time. This also supports the conven-
tional wisdom that the Court’s predilection for granting
certiorari to correct mistakes is strongest in non-split
cases.

Finally, to some extent, the traditional and full mea-
sures pick up two different types of reversals: the tradi-
tional method captures a reversal on any ground, while
the full one measures the Supreme Court’s rejection of
a circuit court’s approach or reasoning.

2. The Full Reversal Measure Identifies Different Courts
Of Appeals As Least Reversed. Which Courts of Appeals
have the greatest success at the Supreme Court? Does
the full measure identify different Courts of Appeals
than the traditional measure? Table 1 answers these

Table 2 
Percentage of Agreements in Circuit Court Rulings 

(2005-2010) 
 

2d 3d 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th DC
1st 73.5% 71.0% 64.1% 67.7% 60.0% 71.8% 65.6% 52.8% 61.3% 46.9% 52.9%
2d 53.8% 54.8% 55.8% 48.7% 62.7% 51.6% 57.1% 70.0% 57.1% 60.0%
3d 58.1% 69.7% 50.0% 55.6% 51.5% 57.6% 57.7% 56.3% 61.5%
4th 73.0% 55.6% 70.5% 61.1% 39.0% 57.1% 50.0% 50.0%
5th 64.1% 56.5% 70.3% 54.5% 80.6% 64.7% 52.6%
6th 53.1% 58.8% 63.8% 58.1% 58.1% 60.0%
7th 58.5% 39.2% 52.6% 61.1% 72.2%
8th 59.1% 71.4% 60.5% 61.1%
9th 54.1% 50.0% 61.9%
10th 55.6% 57.1%
11th 47.1%
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questions, displaying the reversal rates using the tradi-
tional and full methods, by circuit, for the Roberts
Court.

The table reveals, not surprisingly, that when you un-
pack the average reversal rates across the circuits, there
is considerable variability. Under the traditional
method, the reversal rate ranges from 46.2 percent (1st
Cir.) to 79.8 percent (9th Cir.) and the full method
ranges from 42.6 percent (3rd Cir.) to 68.9 percent (9th
Cir.).

The full reversal measure also reveals different ‘‘suc-
cessful’’ (i.e., lower reversal rate) Courts of Appeals. It
identifies the Third Circuit (42.6 percent) as the least re-
versed, with the Tenth Circuit (44.4 percent), Seventh
Circuit (48.0 percent), and D.C. Circuit (50.0 percent)
following closely. In contrast, the traditional measure
fails to identify either the Seventh or the D.C. circuits as
among the least reversed, and instead (misleadingly)
identifies the least reversed appellate courts as the First
Circuit (way out in front at 46.2 percent) and then the
Tenth Circuit (57.1 percent) and the Third Circuit (62.5
percent). The biggest swing is with the First Circuit; it
emerges as far less successful under the full method
than the traditional method (46.2 percent traditional;
58.0 percent full).

The two approaches appear to converge in identify-
ing the most reversed circuits; the Ninth Circuit was
most reversed under either approach (79.4 percent tra-
ditional; 68.9 percent full) and then the Sixth Circuit
(79.4 percent traditional; 66.3 percent full).

The identification of which Courts of Appeals have
lower or higher reversal rates obviously does not an-
swer the question of why this is the case. To address
this inquiry, we intend in later work to use our ex-
panded review of Courts of Appeals decisions to exam-
ine characteristics of the Roberts Court and the judges
on the Courts of Appeals that were involved in the deci-
sions reviewed by the Court and shadow decisions. See
http://www.hangley.com/Supreme_Court_Project/

3. The Supreme Court Appears Uninfluenced by the
Courts Of Appeals Majority Approach. The data set on the
Roberts Court also permits us to answer the question
‘‘In resolving a circuit split, how often does the Su-
preme Court adopt the rule applied by the majority of
circuits?’’

The answer is that it appears to make no difference
to the Court as the Court followed the majority of the
circuits 51.5 percent of the time and followed the minor-
ity approach 48.5 percent of the time. Of the 172 cases
involving circuit splits from the Courts of Appeals, the
circuits were evenly divided in 42 of the cases; of the re-
maining 130 cases, the Court followed the Court of Ap-
peals majority approach 67 times and the minority ap-
proach 63 times.

We see two takeaways from this result. First, it is con-
sistent with the common sense that on close questions,

the Court is independent and does not just follow the
majority of the circuits. Second, on these close ques-
tions, in the eyes of the Supreme Court, only about half
of the Courts of Appeals ‘‘get it right.’’

4. Concordance Among the Courts Of Appeals. Useful
concordance tables published by SCOTUSblog and oth-
ers display the voting patterns of the Justices of the Su-
preme Court, identifying the frequencies with which
each Justice votes with every other Justice. The results
are not surprising. For the 2010 Term, for example,
those tables show the greatest agreements between Jus-
tices on the conservative and liberal sides of the Court;
Roberts-Alito, Sotomayor-Ginsburg, and Sotomayor-
Kagan agreed the most, 96.2, 94.1, and 90.6 percent, re-
spectively. The least agreement was between members
of the two different wings; between Ginsburg and Alito,
Roberts, and Scalia, 62.5, 64.6, and 65.0 percent, re-
spectively. See Statpack 2010 Term, SCOTUSblog, 21
of 53, available at http://www.scotusblog.com/2011/06/
final-october-term-2010-stat-pack-available/.

Displayed below is an analogous table (Table 2)
showing the degree to which the circuits agreed with
each other on the cases heard by the Roberts Court.
Specifically, the agreement percentages are calculated
as the number of agreements (both circuits affirmed or
both reversed) divided by the sum of agreements and
disagreements between the two circuits.

Several interesting patterns emerge from these data.
First, the table shows which circuits are most and least
aligned. The greatest agreement was between the Fifth
and Tenth circuits (80.6 percent), the First and Second
circuits (73.5 percent), and the Fifth and Fourth circuits
(73.0 percent). The least agreement involved the Ninth
Circuit (between the Ninth and Fourth circuits (39.0
percent) and the Ninth and Seventh circuits (39.2 per-
cent)). This result is consistent with the conventional
wisdom that the more conservative Fourth and Seventh
circuits are at odds with the most liberal Ninth Circuit.

Second, there appears to be more disagreement
among the Courts of Appeals than among the Justices
of the Supreme Court. The Justices that voted together
did so more than 90 percent of the time yet only one
pair of circuits agreed 80 percent of the time and the
next pairs were in the low 70 percentages. Likewise, the
Supreme Court Justices who voted least often with each
other did so only 62-65 percent of the time, yet the cir-
cuits agreed with each other far less, between 39 and 47
percent of the time. The cases analyzed, of course, were
not all cases decided by the Courts of Appeals, just
those that made it up to review by the Supreme Court.
Hence, a likely explanation lies in the selection of cases
for consideration; the circuit’s concordance is mea-
sured using cases where there is a circuit split while the
Supreme Court Justice’s concordance is for all of the
Court’s cases, most of which did not involve a split.
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